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ABSTRACT
A study of bubble formation, movement and distortion in viscous
glass is described.

A glass rod containing an irregularly shaped hole

is heated to a temperature at where the glass viscosity is low enough to
let the hole form a spherical bubble.
moves upward in the glass rod.

Spheration occurs as the bubble

At the proper time, the rising bubble is

decelerated and brought to a stop by increasing the glass viscosity by
slowly reducing the temperature.

The entrapped bubble is then cut from

the glass rod and heated again, if necessary, to a lower temperature, to
reduce distortion of the bubble.

Conditions distorting the bubble and

ways to reduce the distortion have been investigated.

With the present

technique, bubbles have been produced in Corning 7740 and Schott BK-7
glasses with a nominal diameter of 3 and 6 mm that have a distortion of
0.3%.

Glass macro shells can be formed from the bubbles trapped in the

glass by grinding the outside surface concentric with the perfectly
spherical inside surface.

These high quality glass shells, with a high

degree of geometrical perfection, should be adequate for inertial
confinement fusion targets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear fusion technology has the potential to supply a practically
unlimited amount of energy to meet our needs beyond the year 2000.
The technology is being developed at a very rapid pace, especially for
inertial confinement fusion (IGF).

The ICF process uses intense

laser or charged particle beams to compress and heat a tiny fuel pellet.
This spherical pellet or target is several millimeters in diameter and
contains a few milligrams of deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel.

The laser or

particle beams are focused uniformly over the surface of the target
containing the DT fuel.

The outer surface of the target is heated

almost instantaneously to produce a plasma envelope and removed (i.e.,
ablated) at an explosive rate.

This rock-like blow off causes an equal

and opposite force to push the interior material of the target inward to
compress and heat the fuel.

During the implosion, the fuel reaches a

density about 1000 times that of liquid DT and a high temperature (10®
K) where fusion can occur.

After the deuterium and tritium atoms fuse,

they produce an alpha particle, a neutron, and 17.6 MeV of energy that
is shared by these particles.

Host of the kinetic energy is contained

in the neutron which can be slowed by a moderator and converted to heat
for power production.-*
Over the past ten years considerable development has gone into
fabricating ICF targets containing gaseous DT fuelJ

Among these

developments, glass micro shells with a diameter of several hundred
micrometers were produced by a gel powder^ or liquid droplet method.^
To efficiently compress the fuel to achieve optimum fusion, high-gain,
high quality glass shells of larger size are required.

The glass shells

must have an outside diameter of several millimeters with a distortion
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<1%, a wall thickness uniformity (concentricity) of :SlO%, and a surface
smoothness of <0.005 jum.

These high levels of sphericity, concentricity

and surface smoothness are required for stable implosions, as indicated
by the Ragleigh-Taylor criterion to minimize fluid instability.
Glass shells have several advantages for ICF target application,
because they are non-crystalline materials with a high hoop strength,
have the ability to create uniform and versatile compositions, and form
plugless and seamless shells with high surface smoothness.

Conventional

glass blowing and forming techniques cannot be used on earth to produce
glass macro shells with the required wall thickness and diameter
uniformity due to distortions caused by gravity.

Chemical vapor

deposition, plasma spraying and hot isostatic pressing all give
excellent control of the wall thickness and diameter, but removing a
mandrel from the interior of a shell appears to be impossible in most
cases.

Spin and rotational casting techniques leave exterior mold lines

which necessitate further processing.

Also, such a small mass of glass

tends to cool very quickly which can make casting difficult.

Other

techniques for eliminating the detrimental effects of gravity, such as
levitation in space, have been considered.12,13
The present study investigates a method to produce glass shells
several millimeters in diameter which meet the exacting dimensional
requirements for ICF targets.

The method makes use of buoyancy, viscous

shear and surface tension forces in viscous glass melts to produce
spherical gas bubbles from which glass macro shells can be made.

The

basis of this technique is to heat a glass rod, which contains an
irregularly shaped hole of the appropriate size, to a high temperature
where the glass viscosity (-10^ poise) is low enough for surface tension
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and viscous shear stresses to form a spherical bubble.

Spheration

occurs as buoyancy forces cause a controlled upward movement of the
bubble in the glass rod.

At the proper time, the rising bubble is

decelerated and brought to a gradual stop by slowly increasing the glass
viscosity, through temperature reduction.

The symmetrically shaped

piece of glass containing the entrapped gas bubble in its center is then
cut from the glass rod and heated again to an appropriate temperature
(viscosity 10^ to 10^ poise) to reduce the distortion of the bubble,
i.e., to improve its sphericity.

The final step in forming the glass

shell is to machine the outside surface to conform to the spherical
inside surface.
In this investigation, fluid mechanics analysis of a bubble have
been made, and the feasibility of forming a spherical bubble inside a
ordinarily viscous liquid and in a glass melt has been determined.

The

techniques and procedures developed to form and measure gas bubbles in
C o m i n g 7740* (Pyrex) and commercial optical glass (Schott BK-7)** are
described.

Boundary effects on a moving bubble and thermal effects on

the bubble shape during thermal treatment have been examined.

Ways to

reduce bubble distortion caused by thermal effects were also
investigated.

Defects found on the inside surface of the bubble and

methods to avoid them are presented as well.
All results indicate that it should be possible to produce 3 and 6
mm diameter bubbles in commercial Pyrex and in optical grade glasses

* Stemmerich, Inc., 4728 Gravois Ave., CG, St. Louis, MO. 63116.
** Schott Glass Technologies, Inc., 400 York Ave., Duryea, PA. 18642.
with a distortion of < 0.3% and with a good reproducibility in bubble

diameter.

The overall high quality of these bubbles in optical glass

should be adequate so that glass shells for prototype ICF targets can
machined from them.
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II. FEASIBILITY OF CONCEPT

A. F1M4., tfegfcjmic? Anelygi?,<?f a Bvftfrle
A large number of experimental and theoretical investigations of
the motion of gas bubbles in liquids have been conducted previously.
Recent reviews of the topic are those by J. F. Harper^, by R. Clift et
a l . ^ , and G. J. Jameson.^

A bubble is a region in space occupied by

a gas and enclosed by a gas-liquid interface.

The equilibrium shape of

the bubble is determined by normal and tangential stress balanced at the
interface.

Hydrostatic pressure acts on the bubble and pressure

gradients (buoyancy) cause it to rise.

The basic equation which must be

solved to determine the terminal velocity of the bubble is the
Navier-Stokes equation which will be given later in Eq. (3).

At small

values of the Reynolds number, Re < 1, the motion of a bubble is
dominated by viscous forces.

Assuming that the bubble is held in a

spherical shape by surface tension, the problem becomes similar to that
of a solid sphere moving steadily through a viscous liquid.

The surface

of the bubble can sustain a finite shear stress, the tangential velocity
of the surface is everywhere zero relative to the center of the bubble,
and the conventional Stokes solution applies.^
Consider an isolated gas bubble of diameter, d, rising freely in a
viscous liquid of density, p, surface tension, a, viscosity, p, at a
constant temperature and under the influence of gravity, g.

The bubble

is assumed to be sufficiently distant from the boundaries of the viscous
liquid so that boundary effects can be ignored.

The terminal velocity,

U, of the bubble is obtained from the Stokes equation by equating the
total drag force, F<j, to the net buoyant force, F^.
density and viscosity of the gas in the bubble gives

Neglecting the
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Fd - 2*r/idU,

( 1 )

Fb - wpgd3/6,

( 2 )

U - pgd2/12/i.

( 3 )

Equation (3) is valid strictly for Re «
and gives excellent results up to Re ~ 0.1.
that in a true Stokes condition with Re «
unnecessary to maintain sphericity.

1, as in the present work,
It is interesting to note
1, surface tension is

As G. K. Batchelor^ points out,

the pressure around the surface due to the viscous stresses varies in
exactly the same way with angular position as the hydrostatic pressure,
so that at every point, it is possible to obtain exact equality without
the need to invoke surface tension as the balancing component.
words, if the Reynolds number is « 1 ,

In other

it is not necessary for surface

tension forces to be dominant for a bubble to be spherical.33

B. Theory for a Spherical Bubble
The formation of a highly spherical bubble in viscous liquid has
been investigated theoretically.

Clift et al.33 indicate that for

bubbles rising freely in an infinite media, it is possible to prepare a
generalized graphical correlation for the shape of a bubble, see Fig. 1,
in terms of the Reynolds number (Re ) , Morton number (M), and Eotvos
number (E), where

Re - pdU//i,

( 4 )
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M - gp^/pa3

( 5 )

E - gpd2/ a .

( 6 )

The Reynolds number is the ratio of the inertial force (1/2 pV2 ) to
the shear stress (/iU/d) „
Reynolds number , R e «

As just mentioned, for small values of the

1, bubble motion is dominated by the shear stress

which comes from viscous effects and the bubble remains spherical.

The

Morton number contains only the properties of the liquid and cannot be
used solely to determine the shape of the bubble.

The Eotvos number is

proportional to the ratio of the hydrostatic pressure difference (pgd),
which tends to flatten the bubble, to the pressure increment {ha/d)
across the gas-liquid interface.

This uniform pressure increment at the

interface, or the surface tens ion force, tends to make the bubble
spherical.

As shown in Fig. 1, a spherical bubble is expected for R <

1, M > 10'®, and E between 1 0 and 10®.
The deformation of a spherical bubble rising in a viscous fluid at
large distances from boundaries has been investigated by Taylor and
Acrivos.^®

They point out that a bubble can be deformed to an oblate

spheroid with its short axis vertical.

The deformation, defined as the

ratio (Rq ) of the longest to shortest diameter can be related to the
Weber number, W, by

R q — 1 + 5/32 W,

where

W - pd332/ a .

( 7 )

( 8 )
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The Weber number is the ratio of the hydrodynamic pressure forces
(1/2 pU^) induced by motion to the surface tension forces (4cr/d).

For

small Weber number, W < 0.01, surface tension forces predominate and the
bubble is a sphere.

As W increases, however, an increasing departure of

the bubble shape from spherical can be anticipated.
A similar equation was obtained by Moore,^

R 0 - 1 + 9/64 W.

( 9 )

The deformation of a spherical bubble moving in an infinite viscous
liquid at a constant temperature can be estimated from Eqs. (3), (7) and
<8).

Cf

Behayiqr, of a Bubble in

a, Glass

Malt

Elimination of gas bubbles from glass melts (i.e., fining) is of
great interest to the glass industry.

Many workers have studied the

behavior of bubbles in glass melts.20-25

These investigations were

basically concentrated on the dissolution or growth of bubbles due to
gas diffusion.

However, the sphericity of a bubble, which is the major

consideration in the present work, has not been studied.
Consider a gas bubble rising in an infinite column of viscous glass
melt, as a Newtonian fluid, under the influence of gravity, g (9.81
m/s^).

Typical values for the density, and surface tension of a

silicate glass melt are p - 2.5 g/cm®, and a - 300 dynes/cm,
respectively.
Assume the viscosity of the melt is 10^, 10® and 10® poise at three
different temperatures, so the corresponding Morton numbers, from Eq.
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(5), are about 10-^, 1 0 ^ and 10^, respectively.

The terminal velocity

along with the corresponding Reynolds, Eotvos, and Weber numbers of
bubbles from 3 to 20 mm in diameter, calculated from the preceding
equations, are listed in Table I.

Since the calculated Reynolds number

is extremely small, <10"'®, bubble motion is dominated by viscous forces.
As mentioned before, there is no need to invoke surface tension for the
bubble to remain spherical.

Furthermore, the parameters listed in Table

I, show R < 10"®, M > 10^, and E between 0.7 and 32.7, which are
denoted in the cross hatched region in Fig. 1, and indicate that the
bubble is spherical.
The distortion of the bubble, X, is defined as the difference
between the maximum and minimum diameter (Ad) divided by the minimum
diameter.

Thus, the distortion can be related to the Weber number (W)

by Eq. (7), and

X - 5/32 W.

( 10 )

Using the previous glass properties, the distortion of a bubble with
different diameters (3 to 20 mm) at selected glass viscosities (10^, 10^
and 10® poise), were calculated from Eqs. (8) and (10), and also listed
in Table I.

The dependence of bubble distortion on bubble diameter for

different viscosities is shown in Fig. 2.

At constant viscosity, the

distortion increases with increasing bubble diameter.

For a fixed

bubble diameter, the distortion decreases rapidly with increasing
viscosity.

The distortion of a bubble calculated by this method is very

small, ranging from about 10"® to 10“^®%.

These simple calculations

show it should be possible to form a spherical bubble several
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millimeters in diameter inside an unbounded viscous glass melt at a
constant temperature.

However, in the present work bubbles have been

produced in glass rods with finite dimensions and with a temperature
change, so boundary and thermal effects need to be considered.

By

choosing glass rods large enough and forming a small bubble sufficiently
far away from the boundaries, boundary effects can be minimized.
Furthermore, by carefully controlling the temperature changes thermal
effects can be minimized and spherical bubbles should be obtainable.

D. Thermal Effects on a Bubble in a Glass Melt
One important factor to be considered when producing a spherical
bubble trapped in a glass rod is thermal effects.

Glass properties such

as density, surface tension and viscosity which influence the bubble
behavior, are all temperature dependent.

Usually the surface tension of

glass does not change very much with temperature, but the viscosity of
glass varies exponentially with temperature, and the density, which is
dependent on the thermal expansion of the glass, changes significantly
with temperature, especially for high expansion glass.

When a glass rod

containing a bubble undergoes a thermal treatment, a non-uniform
temperature or temperature difference, can be present in the glass
around the bubble.

Potentially, this temperature difference can

significantly affect the bubble, especially its shape.

Some

investigators have studied the motion of bubbles in a temperature
gradient in liquids^6*28 an<j

moiten glass.^

These investigations

were all concerned with the movement of a bubble, or thermal migration,
due to the variation of surface tension caused by a temperature
gradient.

More important to the present work is how the shape of a
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bubble can be affected by a temperature difference.

Thus, thermal

effects on the bubble, especially on the bubble shape, and ways to
minimize these effects have been studied and are discussed in the
following sections.
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Glass Specimen Preparation
Two sizes of commercially available Corning 7740 (Pyrex) and Schott
BK-7 optical glass rods, 31.8 and 38.1 mm in diameter, were used to
produce gas bubbles 3 and 6 mm in diameter, respectively.

Some

properties of the 7740 and BK-7 glasses are listed in Tables II.30,31
The viscosity curves of these two glasses, obtained from the
manufacturers, are shown in Fig. 3.

The glass rods were first examined

with polarized light to detect any strain present.

If there was strain

in the glass rods, as in 7740, the rods were annealed in a furnace to
relieve the strain so the rod could be more easily cut and drilled.

The

thermal expansion coefficient, softening temperature and transformation
temperature of each annealed glass were measured in a dilatometer using
samples 2.54 cm in length. The sample was heated in air at 5°C/min.
The glass rod was cut with a diamond saw into two sections, a bottom
piece 10 mm thick, and a piece 70 to 100 mm long for the upper part.

A

hemispherical hole was drilled into the end of the glass rod using a
water cooled spherical ball diamond drill.

The size of the drill was

properly selected and the depth of the hole was carefully measured
(± 0.01 mm) for preparing a gas bubble in the glass with the required
diameter.
ways.

The hole was drilled in the center of the flat end in two

One way was to drill a hemispherical hole into the flat end of

each glass rod.

The second and easier method was to drill a deeper hole

into the flat face of only the bottom piece of the glass rod.

The flat

end of each rod was ground with 400 grit abrasive paper and cleaned with
acetone in an ultrasonic cleaner.

The two pieces of rod were then

placed together with either the two hemispherical holes set
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face-to-face, or the deeper hole placed against the flat end of the rod.
The two pieces of glass rod with the hole, held together temporarily
with adhesive tape, were inserted inside a mullite refractory tube, as
shown in Fig. 4.

Alumina or silica powder (60 to 100 mesh) was poured

into the 3 mm clearance between the glass rod and mullite tube to
prevent the viscous glass from sticking to the refractory tube when at
high temperature.

The entire assembly was heated to fuse and seal the

two pieces of rod together, thereby trapping a bubble inside the glass
rod.

B. Bubble Formation within Glass Rod
The glass rod assembly was placed in an electric furnace (chamber
dimension of 25 x 25 x 25 cm), and heated in air at 10 to 15°C/min, as
shown in Fig. 4.

A circle level was placed on the top of the glass rod

to adjust it vertically so the bubble would rise along the center line
of the rod.

The glass rod was placed in the most uniform temperature

zone (± 2°C) in the furnace to minimize temperature differences which
could deform the bubble in both axial and radial directions within the
rod.

The temperature was controlled automatically and measured by a

thermocouple placed next to the rod.

The maximum temperature used

corresponded to a viscosity of -10^ poise.

This viscosity was low

enough so that the bubble could rise as its inner surface became smooth.
The sample was pre-heated from room temperature to a viscosity of 3.7 x
10^ poise, held for 1 to 2 h, and then heated to the maximum temperature
(viscosity of -10^ poise) for 20 min to allow the bubble to rise the
desired distance.

Several cooling steps, in the viscosity range of 10~*

to 10^ poise for 1 to 2 h, were used to slowly decelerate and stop the
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bubble in the glass melt, thereby improving its sphericity.
sample cooling rate of the sample was 5 to 10°C/min.

Typical

Two typical

thermal treatment schedules, which show the maximum temperature and step
cooling used to prepare bubbles 2.8 and 5.0 mm in diameter in 7740
glass, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

C. "Post Formation" Thermal Treatment
When a hot glass rod containing a bubble is cooled unevenly,
non-uniform temperature can develop around the bubble and causes
differential shrinkage of the glass that distorts the bubble.

One way

to reduce this distortion is to reheat a sample with a bubble inside a
symmetrically shaped piece of glass, like a cube instead of a long rod,
and to cool this cube carefully and uniformly.
After a bubble had been formed in the solid glass rod, a cube 1.5
or 2.5 cm on an edge for a 3 or 6 mm diameter bubble, respectively,
containing the gas bubble at its center, was cut from the rod with a
diamond saw.

The faces of the cube were ground to 400 grit so the

bubble could be clearly inspected and measured as described.

If the

distortion of the bubble was larger than desired, the cube was placed in
the center of a cylindrical refractory crucible, and surrounded by
silica powder for a "post formation" thermal treatment.

The whole

assembly was placed in an electric annealing furnace in the most uniform
temperature zone (± 1.5°C), and heated in air at 3 to 5aC/min to a
temperature for 1 to 3 h where the viscosity was -10^ poise.

Several

cooling steps, through the viscosity range of 10^ to 10® poise, or even
higher, for 3 to 5 h were used to cool the sample and improve the
sphericity of the bubble.

Unless stated otherwise the cooling rate
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was typically 3 to 5°/min.

This thermal treatment could be repeated

more than once to yield 3 or 6 mm diameter bubbles in 7740 and BK-7
glass whose distortion was < 0.3%.

p t Bubble Measurement and Examination
After a glass cube which contained the gas bubble reached room
temperature, the faces of the cube were ground and polished so the
bubble could be measured and inspected, see Fig. 7.

Each bubble was

photographed (Polaroid type 57, 3 1/2" x 4 1/2" in size) on an inverted
microscope at a magnification of -12 to 24X.

The glass samples were

immersed in a liquid whose refractive index (n^) was the same as that of
the glass.

A liquid with njj - 1.470 was used for the 7740 ( nj) = 1.470)

glass while a liquid with nj) - 1.516 was used for the BK-7 (n^ - 1.517)
glass.

This immersion procedure eliminated any distortion of the bubble

by the glass cube or from roughness or unevenness of the surface of the
glass cube.

The bubble was then photographed from three perpendicular

directions, as shown in Fig. 8.

These photographs yielded clear, sharp

images of the bubble as the larger black circle.

The diameter of the

magnified bubble in a photograph was measured with an electronic digital
caliper to ± 0.025 mm.

The bubble diameter was measured at 45 degree

intervals (see straight lines in Fig. 8) which yielded four values for
each view, or a total of 12 values for each bubble, see Fig. 8.

The

distortion was calculated from the difference between the maximum and
minimum diameter (Ad) divided by the minimum diameter (d^jj) .

The

distortion of a bubble measured by this method could be determined to
within ± 0.05%.

More accurate measurement of the distortion could be

achieved by using higher magnification or larger photos. The overall
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average diameter (daVg) of each bubble was calculated from the equation

daVg “ (dl x d2 x d3) V 3 ,

(

11

)

where di and d2 are two horizontal diameters and d3 is a vertical
diameter of the bubble.
The inside surface of the final bubble was first examined with an
optical microscope (~40X) to reveal any defects.

The sample was then

cut in half with a diamond saw so as to cross section the bubble.

The

inside surface of the bubble was cleaned and coated with Au-Pt alloy by
vapor deposition. The microstructure of the inside surface of the bubble
was then examined with a scanning electron microscope (-3000X).
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Bubble^Formation within Glass
When a bubble rises from its original position in a viscous glass
rod, it Is generally followed by a "tail" or stream of small bubbles, as
shown in Fig. 9.

This tail is formed from irregularities on the flat

ends of the two rods and the rough surface of the hole drilled in the
glass.

When the rod is heated to high temperature, the glass softens

and air bubbles are trapped in the rough surface.

This tail of bubbles

can be eliminated by allowing the large bubble, with the higher
velocity, to rise 4 and 6 cm for bubbles 3 and 6 mm in diameter,
respectively.

The larger, faster moving bubble outruns the slower

moving small bubbles.

Another method of eliminating the tail of small

bubbles is to flame polish the end of the rods and the surface of the
drilled hole so as to start with a smoother surface.

With the latter

method, a 3 mm diameter bubble can escape the few small bubbles after
rising only about 2 cm.

Flame polishing is more difficult for the high

thermal expansion BK-7 glass because of its lower thermal shock
resistance.
The distance a bubble rises can be estimated by calculating the
bubble velocity as a function of viscosity and bubble diameter, by Eq.
(3), and then multiplying each velocity by the processing time for the
thermal treatment cycle being used.

The distance measured after thermal

treatment was found to be 12 to 18% smaller than the calculated
distance.

This difference is considered to be due to the wall effects

which will be discussed later.
The final volume of the bubble depends on the initial size of the
hole drilled in the glass rod and on the expansion of the air inside the
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bubble which occurs as the bubble is heated to an elevated temperature
and as it slowly rises in the viscous glass (lower hydrostatic
pressure).

The initial bubble diameter was obtained by determining the

volume of the hole drilled into the glass rod and calculating the
diameter necessary to form an equivalent volume sphere.

The hole

drilled into glass rod has a spherical cap shape and its volume, V^, can
be calculated from the drill diameter, d^, and the hole depth, h, where

Vh - 1/3 x *h2 (3dh/2 - h).

(12)

For a bubble with a nominal 3 mm diameter, the dimensions were d^ = 4.76
mm and h - 1.20 mm in 7740 glass, and d^ = 6.35 mm and h - 1.20 mm in
BK-7 glass.

For a nominal 6 mm diameter bubble in both glasses, the

drill diameter and hole depth were 7.94 mm and 3.05 mm, respectively.
The initial diameters of the bubbles calculated by the above method are
listed in Table III.
The increase of the bubble diameter from the expansion of the air
inside the bubble was calculated from the ideal gas equation.

The

expansion was considered to occur from the temperature at which the
glass sealed (softening point of the glass), 820°C for 7740 and 720°C
for BK-7, to the highest temperature in the thermal treatment cycle.
The results are listed in Table III.

The bubble was not expected to

shrink to its original size when the glass cooled, because the glass was
not cooled at an infinitely slow rate.

Therefore, the glass cooled

unevenly (the center of glass rod is hotter than the outside of the
rod).

The glass solidified from the outside first and prevented the

bubble from shrinking further.

The calculated results indicate that the
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bubble diameter should increase -7 to 12%, see Table III, because of the
expansion of the air during heating.

The increase in bubble diameter

due to its rise in the viscous glass is negligible (an increase of only
0.3% for a bubble rising from a depth of 8 cm to 4 cm).

However, the

measured increases in diameter after bubble formation, listed in Table
III, show an increase in bubble diameters of 11 to 24%.

The reasons

why the measured values are larger than the calculated values may be one
or more of the following:
(a) The initial diameter of the bubble calculated from the dimensions
the drilled hole is smaller than the actual value.

In this work the

actual diameter of the hole in the glass rod made with the spherical
drill was not measured.
(b) Air trapped between the flat end of the rods or in the small bubbles
diffuses into the bubble after the glass is sealed.
(c) Gas dissolved in the glass diffuses into the bubble as the bubble
rises through the glass.
The reproducibility of the bubble diameter has been studied.

Two

identical samples, K-37C and D, made from BK-7 glass were prepared using
drilled holes of the same size and given a similar thermal treatment.
The final average diameter for these two bubbles, 2.93 and 2.99 mm,
indicate that the diameter of a nominal 3.0 mm bubble can be controlled
to within ± 1.0%.

The same result was obtained for two samples made

from 7740 glass with a nominal 6 mm diameter.

The final average

diameter for samples H-74A and B, 6.09 and 6.19 mm, respectively,
indicate that the diameter of a 6 mm bubble can be controlled also to
within ± 1.0%.
When a bubble in a glass melt is moving rapidly at high temperature
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(low viscosity) and is suddenly stopped by sudden cooling, the rapid
deceleration and temperature difference may cause more distortion than
for a bubble that is stopped slowly.

No exact solution is known for the

case of decelerated motion of the bubble.

Several cooling steps for

slowly decelerating a bubble and improving its sphericity have been
investigated.

The basis of this method is to cool the glass sample to a

lower temperature and to keep the sample at this temperature for a
period of time.

This allows the surface tension and shear stresses to

reform the bubble into a sphere, which may have been previously
distorted from its deceleration during cooling.
are summarized in Table IV.

Some typical results

Additional cooling steps can significantly

reduce the distortion of a bubble made in 7740 glass with a nominal 3 mm
diameter, from 4.2% to 0.3%.

In these experiments, each sample was

pre-heated from room temperature to 700°C, transferred to another
furnace where the sample was heated to 1250°C and held for 12 or 20 min,
and then cooled according to the schedules listed in Table IV.

Finally,

all samples were transferred to a another furnace at 700°C and cooled at
5°C/min to room temperature.

B. Boundary Effects on Bubble Shape
As a bubble rises in a viscous glass rod of finite dimensions,
boundary effects caused by the two ends of the rod, the stationary
walls, and other nearby bubbles need to be considered.

All studies of

drops and bubbles have been performed in containers of finite
dimensions; hence boundary effects have always been present to a greater
or lesser extent.

The effects of bounding walls on the drag force and

terminal velocity of a bubble have been studied by many people and are
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summarized in the book by R. Clift et al.^-*
R. Clift et al. discuss the end effects for a spherical bubble in a
cylindrical column filled with a viscous liquid having a Reynolds
number, Re < 1.

Assume a column with closed ends of diameter, D, and

length L, where L/D *=* 2.0,

When a spherical bubble is near the midpoint

of the column at a distance, H, from one end of the column, end effects
are negligible in the range of 1/3 < H/L < 2/3.

In this work, no end

effects were expected since L/D > 2 . 5 , and bubbles were trapped in the
viscous glass rod in the range of 0.35 < H/L < 0.65.

When a smaller

glass rod was used to prepare a bubble within it, the important
geometrical dimensions were D « 31.8 mm, L - 80 mm, and 32 mm < H < 48
mm.

For a larger glass rod, the important dimensions were D = 38.1 mm,

L — 110 mm, and 35 mm < H < 65 mm.
It is convenient to discuss the effect of walls on a bubble of
diameter, d, rising in a viscous liquid along the center line of a
cylindrical column of diameter, D, with the diameter ratio

Rd “ d/D.

( 13 )

R. Clift et a l . ^ divided the discussion of wall effects into two
parts for bubbles in a liquid of low Reynolds number Re < 1 and constant
temperature.

For the first case, where the diameter ratio R<j was < 0.6,

the walls caused little deformation beyond the deformation which may be
present for a bubble in an infinite medium.

If R<j is less than about

0.3, deformation due to the container walls tends to be insignificant
and the bubbles are spherical.

As R<j increases, the walls cause the

drag force on a bubble to increase, which tends to deform the bubble.
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Elongation of the bubble occurs in the vertical direction (direction of
motion) and deforms the bubble to approximately prolate ellipsoid shape.
In the second case, where the diameter ratio R^ is > 0.6, the column
diameter becomes the controlling factor governing the velocity and the
shape of a bubble.

Bubbles tend to be bullet-shaped.

In the present

work, bubbles with a diameter of 3 and 6mm were prepared in a 31.8 and
38.1 mm diameter rod, respectively.

The diameter ratio R^ was 0.09 to

0.16, so no wall effect was expected and no prolate ellipsoidal
deformation was observed.
The dependence of bubble distortion on the diameter ratio (R<j) of
the bubble formed in the 7740 glass rods has been investigated.

Samples

prepared from 31.8 mm diameter glass rods, had a bubble diameter ranging
from 2.8 to 5.3 mm, and a R<j increasing from 0.09 to 0.17.
results are summarized in Table V.

Because the

The test

values (0.09 to 0.17)

were < 0.3, the wall effects should not significantly deform the bubble.
However, the measured distortion for these bubbles increased from 0.5 to
2.0% with increasing bubble diameter or diameter ratio R^.

The bubbles

were all flattened in the vertical direction rather than elongated which
would have been the case if the distortion had been caused by wall
effects.

Because the wall effects discussed by R. Clift et al. only

apply at constant temperature, it appears that temperature differences
during the thermal treatment, which will be discussed later, may be more
important in distorting the bubbles than the drag forces of the walls.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the distortion of the bubble increases,
as predicted^, as the ratio of bubble to rod diameter (R^) increases.
The velocity change due to the wall effects on a bubble moving in a
bounded liquid have also been summarized by R. Clift et al. I5

For
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constant bubble dimensions, a velocity ratio,

was defined^ which

compares the terminal velocity of a bubble in an infinite liquid to that
in a bounded liquid.

For a low Reynolds number liquid, Re < 1, and

ignoring the viscosity of the gas inside the bubble, ^

can be related

to the diameter ratio, Rd , as

Ku = (1 + 1.138 Rd5)/(1 - 1.403 Rd + 1.138 Rd5)

( 14 )

In the present work, the Rd values were 0.09 or 0.16, so Ky
calculated from Eq. (14), was 1.144 or 1.289, respectively.

In other

words, the velocity of bubbles affected by the additional drag force due
to the wall will be about 13 or 22% smaller for the diameter ratios Rd
of 0.09 or 0.16, respectively.

Several bubbles, with a nominal 6 mm

diameter, were made in 38.1 mm diameter rods (Rd = 0.16) to test these
calculations.

The distance of bubble rise calculated according to the

bubble velocity and processing time for the unbounded condition, and the
distance measured after the bubble formed in glass rods, are summarized
in Table VI.

The results for three samples in 7740 or BK-7 glass are

essentially identical for a given glass.

The measured bubble rise,

and/or velocity, was smaller than the calculated values by 12% to 18%,
see Table VI.

This value is slightly smaller than the 22% which was

calculated from Eq. (14) for the wall effects of a diameter ratio (Rd)
0.16.

However, wall effects appear to be the most logical explanation

for the lower observed bubble velocity.

All of the bubbles were

flattened in the vertical direction rather than elongated.

From the

standpoint of the shape of the bubble, wall effects did not appear to be
important.
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The effect of nearby bubbles as a boundary condition on a spherical
bubble has not been investigated extensively in the present work or
elsewhere.

However, some boundary effects from a nearby bubble were

observed for two bubbles made in 7740 rods after two and three "post
formation" thermal treatments.

In the 7740 rods, line defects created

by deformed and elongated air bubbles present in the glass at
fabrication, expanded after the glass cubes were heated repeatedly, see
Fig. 11.

The initially straight line defect in the glass rod was

distorted by the moving bubble and formed as a streamline.

Air from

outside the cube entered the glass through the line defect which
extended to the surface of the glass cube.

Because of this additional

gas, the line defect expanded in such a way that it pushed the surface
of the original gas bubble inward and deformed it.

In this work, only

one bubble was prepared in each glass rod, so that boundary effects from
the nearby bubbles were avoided.

For the low optical quality 7740

glass, a sample can be given only one or two "post formation" thermal
treatments before expansion of line defects causes distortion of any
nearby bubble.
Glass cubes, 15 or 25 mm on an edge, each containing a 3 or

6

mm

diameter bubble inside, respectively, were reheated to a lower
temperature for the "post formation" thermal treatment.
of the glass at this lower temperature was >
motion was < 0 . 0 1 ram/min.

10 ®

The viscosity

poise, so the bubble

The total movement of the bubble during the

thermal treatment was within 2 to 5 mm.

Under this condition, a bubble

inside a glass cube can be treated as a quasi-static state, and no
boundary effects are expected.
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C. Thermal Effects on Bubble Shape
For a bubble formed in 7740 glass rods, the minimum distortion of
the bubble was -0.3% or -1% for a 3 mm or
respectively.

6

mm diameter bubble,

For a bubble formed in BK-7 glass rods, the minimum

distortion was -2% for a 3 mm diameter bubble and -5% for a
diameter bubble.

6

mm

The shapes of all the bubbles in the glass rods were

essentially the same, i.e., the bubbles were flattened with their short
diameter vertical.

These distortions were all larger than the

distortions (<10 "^%) for a bubble of the same size in a viscous melt as
calculated from Eq. (10), in Table I and Fig. 2.

The smaller

distortions (<10 ’®%) are calculated for a constant temperature, and do
not take the temperature changes or differences into account.

The

bubbles formed in the glass rods experienced thermal treatment so the
larger distortions are believed due to thermal effects as will be
discussed later.
When a hot glass rod containing a bubble is cooled unevenly, a
temperature difference can develop around the bubble.

These differences

can cause differential shrinkage in the glass surrounding the bubble,
and eventually distort the bubble.

It is convenient to discuss these

thermal effects on bubble distortion in two directions, horizontal and
vertical.
Distortion of a trapped bubble in the horizontal direction has been
observed less frequently than distortion in the vertical direction.

One

reason for distortion in the horizontal direction, which is not due to
thermal effects, is that the glass rod in the furnace may not have been
perfectly vertical.

In this case the bubble gradually moves closer to

one side of the rod as it rises vertically instead of rising along the
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exact center line of the rod.

The differences in wall effects from a

bubble being closer to one side of the rod distorts the bubble.

For the

symmetrical case where a bubble rises along the center line, because
there are no differences in wall effects, only temperature differences
will cause distortion.
To test the effect of temperature differences, two samples, H -66 and
K- 68, each containing a

6

mm diameter bubble, were prepared from 7740

and BK-7 glass rods, respectively.

A non-uniform temperature

distribution in the horizontal direction around a glass rod was
deliberately produced by placing these rods in an electric furnace which
had heating elements on only two sides and not placing a thermal muffle
tube around the rod.

During thermal treatment, a bubble formed in the

rod while the temperature was measured and recorded by four
thermocouples attached to the outside of each glass rod at the same
level.

Two thermocouples were placed in the high temperature direction,

i.e., closer to the heating elements, and another two were placed in the
low temperature direction.

The measured difference between the high and

low temperatures was 5.5#C for sample H -66 and 7.5°C for sample K- 68.
After thermal treatment, each bubble was measured and the distortion in
the horizontal direction was determined to be 0.18% for sample H -66 and
0.85% for K- 68 .

The smaller horizontal diameter for each bubble was in

the direction corresponding to the higher temperature (hot direction) in
both samples. These results indicate that the glass surrounding the
bubble shrinks more in the hotter part of glass than in the colder part
which is not unexpected.
Although the temperature difference for sample K -68 (7.5°C) was -36%
larger than for sample H -66 (5.5°C), the distortion of sample K -68
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(0.85%) was ~4.7 times larger than for sample H -66 (0.18%).

The thermal

effects on the distortion of a bubble made in the higher thermal
expansion BK-7 glass are more serious than for a bubble made in the
lower thermal expansion 7740 glass.

One or more refractory tubes,

surrounding a glass rod, which function as thermal muffles in the
furnace, can reduce the temperature difference around a glass rod in the
horizontal direction to ± 1°C.
of 3 to

6

This arrangement reduces the distortion

mm diameter bubbles made in 7740 or BK-7 glass to < 0.3% in

the horizontal direction.
A bubble formed in a glass rod was always flattened in the vertical
direction, i.e., the shorter diameter was vertical.

Typically, the

m inimum vertical distortion of a 3 mm diameter bubble was 0.3% for the
7740 glass and 2% for the BK-7 glass.

For a

6

mm diameter bubble, the

minimum distortion was 1% and 5% for a bubble in the 7740 and BK-7
glass, respectively.

In the present work, the ratio of the length of

the glass rod to its diameter was more than 2.5, as this length was
necessary to allow the bubble to rise and yet avoid end effects.

When a

vertical glass rod containing a bubble is cooled in the furnace, the
radial direction cools faster than the vertical direction.^

Thus, the

temperature in the horizontal direction should normally be lower than in
the vertical direction, thereby causing non-uniform temperatures to
develop around the bubble.

The bubble becomes distorted with its short

diameter in the vertical direction corresponding to the direction of
higher temperature.
A similar experiment was conducted to determine the distortion
caused by a temperature difference in the vertical direction of the
glass rods of equal length and diameter.

Two BK-7 glass rods (38 mm
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diameter x 38 mm long), K -66 and K-67, each containing a

6

mm diameter

bubble at its center, were placed vertically in a crucible and covered
with sand.

Thermocouples were attached to the center of the. two flat

ends, and the middle of the sides of the rod, whereupon, the rod was
placed into a furnace and reheated to 800°C for 2 h.

During the holding

and cooling procedures in the thermal treatment, the temperature of the
two ends was higher than the temperature of the sides of the rod by
3.5°C for K -66 and 4.0°C for K-67.

After thermal treatment, the bubble

was flattened in the vertical direction (i.e., the short diameter was
vertical) which corresponded to the higher temperature direction of each
rod.

The distortion of the bubble in the vertical direction was 9.05%

for K -66 and 10.50% for K-67.
Comparison of the bubble distortion caused by a non-uniform
temperature distribution around a glass rod as just mentioned, indicates
that the distortion in the vertical direction (9.05% of K- 66) is more
than 10 times the distortion in the horizontal direction (0.85% of
K- 68), even with small temperature difference, i.e., 4.0°C for the
vertical and 7.5°C for the horizontal direction.

The greater distortion

in the vertical direction must be caused by reasons other than only
temperature difference.

After thermal treatment, the center of the top

surface of the BK-7 glass rods (K-66 and 67) was depressed approximately
1 mm.

The glass rod shrank to its original volume as it was cooled.

The side of the glass rod had a lower temperature during cooling, as
measured in K -66 and K-67, than the two ends of the rod.

This caused

the side of the rod to solidify first, while the ends remained softer
for a longer period of time.

Thus, as the rod shrank during cooling,

gravity caused a depression to form in the center of the upper end.
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This shrinkage and the effect of gravity is also postulated to flatten
and distort the bubble in the vertical direction.

D. Bubble Distorted by Differential Shrinkage
When a bubble in a viscous melt is heated to a constant temperature
and held there long enough, the whole system reaches an equilibrium
state.

The bubble rises at a constant velocity, and the glass

temperature around the bubble, the pressure of the gas inside the
bubble, and the shape of the bubble are all constant.

There is no

direct evidence for the shape of the bubble at high temperature in the
equilibrium state, but according to the theoretical analysis, the bubble
should be spherical.

However, as the gas bubble in the melt is cooled

in a furnace, the whole system changes to a transit state, i.e., the
bubble decelerates and the temperature of the glass, the pressure of the
gas inside the bubble, and the size of the bubble all decrease.

The

decrease in bubble size, or bubble shrinkage, basically depends on two
factors.

First, the pressure of the inside gas decreases as it cools

and the external atmospheric pressure compresses the viscous glass. This
causes the gas-liquid interface to move inward, thereby, reducing the
size of the bubble.

This shrinkage of the bubble by atmospheric

pressure is time dependent.

The second factor causing bubble shrinkage

is the thermal contraction of the glass during cooling. If the melt
behaves like a purely viscous (Newtonian) fluid, when a shear stress,
is applied, then the shear rate,

7,

can be related to the viscosity, p,

as

7 - r/M .

t

( 15 )

,
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The total movement of the bubble surface caused by the stress of the
unbalanced pressure, can be obtained by integrating the shear rate with
time.

Hence, the bubble shrinkage caused by thermal contraction of the

glass, should be instantaneous with respect to a change in temperature
and, therefore, independent of time.
After a bubble forms in a viscous melt, it is assumed that the
bubble can shrink as it is cooled from a viscosity of 10® to 10^

poise.

The viscosity of 1 0 ^ poise is the annealing point of the glass, so at
this viscosity, the glass should be rigid enough to prevent further
significant shrinkage of the bubble.

For this viscosity change, a

bubble in 7740 glass needs to be cooled from 950°C to 565®C.

The bubble

diameter should decrease 12.02% because of the reduction in gas
pressure, and 0.32% from the thermal contraction of the glass (thermal
expansion coefficient, a - 8.1 x 10*® K*^).
glass needs to be cooled from 800°C to 560°C.
should decrease

8 .0 1 %

Similarly, a bubble in BK-7
The bubble diameter

because of the reduction in gas pressure, and

1.52% from thermal contraction (a — 63.3 x 10*® K*^-).

This analysis

indicates that the amount of bubble shrinkage depends upon the glass
properties, i.e., the glass viscosity change with temperature which
determines the temperature range for gas cooling, and the thermal
expansion coefficient of the glass.

If a glass sample is cooled

uniformly, the shrinkage of the bubble should be uniform, so the shape
of the bubble should not be affected, i. e., the bubble will become
smaller but should remain spherical.
If a bubble in a viscous glass is cooled non-unifotmly, the
shrinkage of the bubble will be uneven (a differential shrinkage), so
the bubble will be distorted.

For the case of bubble shrinkage due to
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compression by the atmosphere, the gas-liquid interface movement is
dependent on the glass viscosity and processing time, see Eq. (15).

The

variation in viscosity with temperature for the 7740 and BK-7 glasses,
in the range of 10^ to 1 0 ^ poise, was obtained from the curves shown in
Fig. 3.

For the 7740 glass, the viscosity, ft, varies with temperature

T, as

M = 4.064 x IQ"10 x exp(43000/T),

( 16 )

and for the BK-7 glass,

H = 5.058 x 10"19 x exp(5952Q/T),

where T is absolute temperature.

( 17 )

Equations (16) and (17) can be used to

calculate the viscosity with changing temperature.

Assuming a

temperature difference in the glass of only 0.2°C, the viscosity
differences are 0.57% at 950°C and 1.23% at 560°C for the 7740 glass,
and 1.03% at 800°C and 1.70% at 560°C for the BK-7 glass.

The

difference in viscosity in both glasses increases with increasing
viscosity from 10^ to 1 0 ^ poise.

Although it has not been measured, a

temperature difference of 0.2°C around a bubble is highly probable.
Since the shear stress remains the same, and differential shrinkage of
the bubble will be due to a difference in viscosity.

This analysis

indicates that a very small temperature difference can cause a
differential shrinkage in a bubble during cooling, and this differential
shrinkage is larger in BK-7 glass than in 7740 glass.
A bubble in a viscous glass also shrinks during cooling because of
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thermal contraction of the glass.

Thermal expansion of annealed 7740

and BK-7 glasses is shown in Fig. 11.

The average thermal expansion

coefficient for the 7740 and BK-7 glass between 20° and 300°C were 3.3 x
10"® K'^ and 8.3 x 10“® K"*-, respectively.

A larger difference in

expansion between these two glasses is expected at higher temperature..
For example, from 560° to 660°C, the expansion coefficient of 7740 and
BK-7 glass was 8.1 x

10 "^

K'-*- and 63.3 x 10"® K*l, respectively.

The

expansion coefficients at higher temperature differ by a factor of 7.8.
The larger expansivity of the BK-7 glass is attributed to a higher
alkali content compared to the 7740 glass.
When a hot glass rod containing a bubble is cooled, the bubble also
shrinks from the thermal contraction of glass.

This shrinkage will not

be even if there is a temperature difference in the glass.

Above their

annealing points, the thermal expansion of BK-7 glass is about 7.8 times
larger than that of 7740 glass.

For the same temperature difference,

therefore, BK-7 glass should.show a larger differential shrinkage than
the 7740 glass.

This is believed to be one reason why the distortion of

bubbles made in the BK-7 glass were always larger than those made in the
7740 glass.

No quantitative analysis of this differential shrinkage has

been conducted in the present study.

E. Methods to Reduce Distortion Caused by Thermal Effects
The non-uniform temperatures developed around a bubble inside a
glass rod have been proven to distort the bubble.

One way found to

reduce this distortion was by using "post-formation" thermal treatments.
After bubble formation in the glass rod, a symmetrically shaped piece of
glass containing the bubble, such as a cube, was cut from the rod.

This
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sample was then heated to the desired temperature, held there long
enough to allow the bubble to form into a sphere, and then cooled
carefully and as uniformly as possible.
Eight BK-7 cubes each containing a nominal 3 mm diameter bubble were
given one or more "post-formation" thermal treatments.
summarized in Table VII.

A thermal treatment temperature of 800°C,

corresponding to a viscosity of
least 1 h was used.

The results are

10 ^

poise, and a holding time of at

At this viscosity, a 3 mm diameter bubble rises

only 0.001 mm/min, so no boundary effects are expected.

The distortion

of all bubbles was reduced after post-formation thermal treatment.

For

the K-37C or D and K-38A or B samples in Table VIII, the distortion was
reduced from an initial 2 to 7% to 0.2 to 0.3%.

The bubble diameter

usually decreased slightly after this heat treatment, because the
temperature used in the post-formation thermal treatment was lower than
the maximum temperature used to form the bubble initially.

As mentioned

before, the bubble size depended on the highest temperature used in the
thermal treatment, and lower temperatures yielded smaller bubbles.
Nominal

6

distortion of
treatment.

mm diameter bubbles made in 7740 glass rods have a

1

to

2%

after the first bubble formation thermal

A cube 25 mm on an edge, containing the bubble at its

center, was cut from the rod and then heated to 950°C (viscosity 10^
poise) for 1 or 2 h for "post-formation" thermal treatment.
thermal treatment usually reduced the distortion of a

6

This

mm diameter

bubble in 7740 glass from an initial 1 to 2% to a final 0.4%, see sample
H-61 or H-62 in Table VIII.

The arrangement of the thermal insulation

around the glass cube in the furnace, which influences the temperature
distribution around the bubble, affects the bubble distortion.

Samples
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H-63 and H-64 in Table VIII had a larger distortion (-3%) after
reheating because the outside refractory tube was covered with a
refractory plate.

Samples H-61 and H-62, which had a smaller distortion

(-0.4%), were not covered with the refractory plate.

Bubbles with a

larger distortion were flattened with the short diameter in the vertical
direction.

When the refractory tube was covered with the plate, the top

of the sample was likely to be hotter during the thermal treatment, so a
higher temperature was likely in the vertical direction.

The previous

results of thermal effects on bubble distortion, showed that a bubble is
distorted by temperature difference, with its short diameter aligned in
the higher temperature direction.

Two more samples, H-74A and B, were

heated to a lower temperature, 800°C (viscosity 10® poise) and held for
5 h, for post-formation thermal treatment, see Table VIII.
distortion was reduced from > 1% to -0.3%.

The

This indicates that lower

thermal treatment temperatures reduce the chance of distortion during
cooling, and reduces the distortion of

6

mm diameter bubbles in 7740

glass.
Because of the high thermal expansion of the BK-7 glass, the initial
distortion of an as-formed
usually 5 to 7%.

6

mm diameter bubble in BK-7 glass was

This is about four times larger than that of the same

size bubble in 7740 glass.

By applying post-formation thermal

treatments, the distortion of a bubble in BK-7 glass was reduced, as
shown by the results in Table IX.

Samples K-62 and K-65 received a

post-formation thermal treatment similar to those for the 7740 glass
samples.

They were heated to 800°C (viscosity 10® poise) for 1 and 3.5

h, but the distortion only decreased from 5 to 2.5% and from 7.5 to
4.2%, respectively, see Table IX.

Therefore, other methods were needed
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to reduce the distortion of the 6 nan diameter bubble made in the high
thermal expansion BK-7 glass.
Thermal insulation around a glass cube in a furnace can affect
bubble distortion as previously mentioned.

It was assumed that the

distortion of a bubble in BK-7 glass could be reduced by changing the
insulation around the sample.

Sample K-63 containing a bubble was a rod

38 mm diameter and 38 mm long which was cut from a glass rod Initially
110 mm in length.

The rod was placed at the center of several

cylindrical crucibles of the same diameter (51 mm O.D.), but of
different length (64 mm or 75 mm).
crucible to cover the rod.

Silica powder was poured into the

Extra silica powder, 12 mm to 50 mm thick,

was used to cover the top of the crucibles to change the heat flow and
temperature difference.

The results are listed in Table X.

The

smallest distortion for the bubble in K-63 treated in this way was 1.5%
with an insulation type D, see Table X.
distortion was thought likely.

No further reduction of

Several two identical post-formation

thermal treatments were applied on K-63, see Table X, but the bubble
distortion was not reduced after the second treatment.
A holding time of 1 or 2 h at 800°C (viscosity 10^ poise) should be
sufficient to form a bubble into a sphere in BK-7 glass.
I n v e s t i g a t i o n s ^ o f bubble growth in viscous liquid or glass melts
show that the bubble radius, R, as a function of time is given by

RR + 3/2 R2 + 4n / p (R/R) + 2 a / p R - l/p(Pg - Pa),

( 18 )

where Pg and Pa are the gas pressure in the bubble and the hydrostatic
pressure of liquid far away from the bubble, respectively.

A computer
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program^® solved the Eq. (18) to determine that a holding time of < 1
min was need to allow a

6

mm diameter bubble to grow and form into a

sphere in BK-7 glass at 800°C.

Therefore, the 1 or 2 h used in the

present work should be more than sufficient.

The final distortion of

the bubble is apparently caused by small temperature differences that
developed during the slow cooling used in the present work.
The effect of the thermal treatment cooling rate on the distortion
of a bubble in BK-7 glass was investigated using samples K-64 and K-66.
After the second post-formation thermal treatment, these samples were
cooled at the extremely low cooling rate of 0.25°C/min for K-64 and
0.08°C/min for K- 66 , instead of the normal cooling rate of 3 to 5°C/min.
The distortion of the bubble increased to
K- 66 , respectively, see Table IX.

8 .8%

and to 11.3% for K-64 and

When a sample is cooled with a

temperature difference in the glass around the bubble, the bubble
surface undergoes a differential shrinkage due to the reduction in gas
pressure in the bubble and thermal contraction of the glass.

Since the

movement of the bubble surface caused by the unbalanced pressure inside
and outside the bubble is time dependent, a low cooling rate (or longer
time) enhances the unequal movement of the bubble surface, thereby,
increasing the bubble distortion.

A low cooling rate during thermal

treatment will not necessarily Improve the sphericity of a bubble in the
BK-7 glass when temperature difference exist around the bubble.
Another method used to reduce the temperature gradients around a

6

mm diameter bubble in BK-7 glass was to rotate the sample during the
“post-formation” thermal treatment.

Accordingly, a glass cube

containing a gas bubble at its center, was cut from a glass rod.

This

cube was then placed in the center of a cylindrical alumina crucible (50
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mm O.D. x 50 mm long), surrounded by silica powder, and then covered by
an alumina plate which was held in place with metal wires.

A refractory

tube was used to connect this crucible, which was located inside a
furnace, to a motor mounted outside the furnace which rotated the
crucible, see Fig. 12.

The entire assembly was positioned horizontally

to prevent the bubble from moving to the higher part of the cube.

The

cylindrical crucible and sample assembly was rotated at 1 to 2 rpm at
800°C or 900°G for 2 h.

Bubbles in four BK-7 glass samples were given

one or more "hot rotation" thermal treatments, see Table XI.

The hot

rotation thermal treatment reduced the distortion of a 6 mm diameter
bubble in BK-7 glass from 6 to 9% initially to 0.7 or 1.99%.

Distortion

of the bubbles after hot rotation thermal treatment had no consistent
pattern; each sample was distorted in a different way.

It is difficult

to explain what caused the distortion in these bubbles other than small
temperature difference.

Since the sample rotated around only one axis,

there may have been temperature difference in the other directions which
distorted the bubble.

Heating the sample while rotating It about two or

three axes may further reduce the distortion of the bubble in BK-7
glass.

The arrangement for rotation about two or three axes in a

furnace is very complicated and difficult, and so was not tried in the
present work.
Another more effective way of reducing the distortion of a 6 mm
diameter bubble in BK-7 glass was to heat the sample to a relatively low
temperature and to cool the sample in steps.

As has been demonstrated

already, bubbles of the same size In 7740 glass, when given a
post-formation thermal treatment at lower temperature (10® poise),
had a distortion of only 0.2%.

Previous results indicated that
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increasing the number of cooling steps after bubble formation reduced
the final distortion of a bubble as initially formed.
these two advantageous methods, four

6

By combining

mm diameter bubbles in BK-7 glass

were given more than one post-formation thermal treatment each at a
lower temperature, followed by step cooling.
the Table XII.

The results are listed in

The reheat temperature used in this thermal treatment

was reduced from 800°C (viscosity 10** poise) to 700°C (10® poise)
Several intermediate temperatures , such as 770°C (4 x 10® poise) and
740°C (2 x 107 poise), were also used.

The bubble was heated to these

temperatures, held for 2 to 4 h, step cooled to a lower temperature and
then held for a longer time.

The last step of the cooling was to hold

the sample at 660°C (10^ poise) for 3 to 5 h.

The sample was cooled

over a small temperature range for each step to minimize the chance of
bubble distortion during cooling.

If some distortion was produced as

the bubble cooled between two steps, this distortion would be reduced by
holding the bubble at the second temperature long enough to reform the
bubble into a sphere.

The distortion in all four samples, see Table

XII, was reduced by this thermal treatment.

6

The minimum distortion of a

mm diameter bubble in BK-7 glass after this treatment was < 0.3%.

F. Defects on Bubble Surface
Examination of the surface of the final bubbles made in 7740 glass
by optical microscopy and SEM has revealed that certain defects are
present.
bubble.

These defects always appear on the top or upper-half of each
Basically, the defects can be divided into three kinds,

pinholes, strings of small bubbles, and irregular spots.

SEM photos of

typical defects found on the surface of bubbles made in 7740 glass are
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shown in Figs. 13 to 15.

The pinholes and small bubbles are about 10 nm

in diameter, whereas, the irregular spots are about 150 p m in size.
These defects may result from the roughness of the initial surface of
the hole drilled in the glass rod, and/or from some existing seeds
(small gas bubbles) in the original 7740 rod.

The 7740 rod is not made

from a high quality glass and has deformed and elongated air bubbles in
the rod parallel to the drawing direction.

Attempts have been made to

eliminate these defects, such as (a) flame polishing the surface of the
drilled holes to eliminate the roughness of the initial surface, (b)
heating the glass to a higher temperature (lower viscosity) to allow
surface tension to smooth the bubble surface, and (c) inverting the rod
during its thermal treatment.
these defects.

None of these methods totally eliminated

These defects are believed to come from existing seeds

and defects in the original non-optical quality 7740 glass rod.

When a

bubble rises in 7740 glass it may intersect such small gas bubbles
(seeds) that are distributed throughout the rod.

During cooling, at

lower temperatures and high viscosities, surface tension may not
eliminate these small bubbles by viscous flow leaving them on the
surface of the bubble.
To test this hypothesis, high quality BK-7 optical glass which is
considerably free of bubbles was used for additional experiments.

The

quality of optical glasses is classified by the bubble classes, which
specify the total area (mm^) from the individual cross-section of
bubbles and inclusions greater than 0.05mm in size per 100 cm^ of glass.
For the BK-7 glass (bubble class B0), the total area is between 0 and
0.029 rnm^.-^

Five rods, each with a 3 mm diameter bubble, were prepared

from BK-7 glass without flame polishing the surface of the drilled
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holes.

The surface of the bubble was first examined with an optical

microscope (< 40X) after which the sample was cut in half so that the
surface of the bubble could be examined by SEM (-3000X).

No pinholes or

small bubbles were detected by SEM such as those seen previously on the
surface of bubbles in the 7740 glass. The higher optical quality BK-7
glass appears to eliminate the defects found on bubbles made in 7740
glass.
An advantage of this method of allowing a bubble to rise in a
viscous glass is to eliminate any foreign materials deposited on the
initial surface used to form the bubble.

Allowing the bubble to rise

some distance in the viscous glass leaves the interface behind at the
rod ends along with the surface of the drilled hole from which the
bubble was initially formed.

Consequently, any foreign material on the

original surface should not be part of the surface of the final bubble.
A bubble made in 7740 glass was used to demonstrate this concept.

Some

NiCl 2 powder was placed into the drilled hole and the rod was heated to
form a bubble.
left behind.

The bubble rose in the glass and the green NiCl 2 was
Consequently, a high quality bubble can be prepared from

the optical BK-7 glass whose inside surface is free of defects and
impurities (foreign materials).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The formation, movement and distortion of millimeter size gas
bubbles in viscous glass have been investigated.

This study of ways to

produce spherical bubbles trapped in glass, which can be used to
fabricate shells for use as inertial confinement fusion targets, has led
to the following conclusions.
A.

The buoyancy technique, which forms spherical bubbles by viscous

shear stresses in glass melts and eliminates the effects of gravity, is
a feasible way to produce gas bubbles of 3 to

6

mm in diameter with good

sphericity and reproducibility in commercial Pyrex (Corning 7740) or
optical grade (Schott BK-7) glass rods.

Bubble distortion is < 0.3%,

and the diameter can be controlled within ± 1.0%.

Bubble of adequate

quality to be machined into ICF target glass shells can be made in
optical glass.
B.

The composition and quality of the glass affects the distortion

and quality of the bubble formed in the glass.

The low thermal

expansion 7740 glass yielded bubbles with a smaller distortion.

The

higher quality optical BK-7 glass yielded bubbles with no detectable
defects on the bubble surface.
C.

Thermal effects are the most important source of bubble

distortion.

Temperature differences existing in the glass around a

bubble can cause differential shrinkage and distortion of the bubble
during cooling.

Other sources of bubble distortion are boundary effects

from the ends and walls of the glass rod, or other nearby bubbles.
D.

The distortion of a bubble can be reduced by "post-formation"

thermal treatment.

Reheating a symmetrical glass cube, containing a gas

bubble, to a temperature at which the viscosity is

10 **

to

10 ^

poise,
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followed by cooling in steps, has reduced the bubble distortion to
-0.3%.
E.

The distortion of a bubble by boundary effects can be avoided by

using glass rods whose length to diameter ratio exceeds 2.5, keeping the
ratio of the bubble diameter to glass rod diameter below 0.16, and/or
keeping the bubble velocity below

0 .0 1

mm/min.
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Table I. The terminal velocity (U), Reynolds number (Re ) , Eotvos
(E), Weber number (W) and calculated distortion (X) for
bubbles of different diameter in viscous glass.

Glass viscosity, Poise

00

o

106

104

3 mm diameter bubble

U (mm/min)

1.0

1.0

»e

1.5 x 10 “7

E

0.74

x

10 -2

1.5 x lO '

11

1.0

x

10 ’ 4

1.5 x 10 ’ 15

0.74

0.74

W

1.0

x

10 ‘ 6

1.0

1 C 10

1.0

x

1 0 '14

X (%)

1.6

x

10 ‘ 7

1.6 x lO ' 1 1

1.6

x

1 0 '15

6

U (mm/min)
Re

4.0

1 .2

x IQ ’ 6

x

mm diameter bubble

4.0 x 10 ' 2

4.0 x 10 ' 4

1.2 x lO '

1.2 x lO ’ 14

10

E

2.94

2.94

2.94

W

3.3 x 10 *5

3.3 x 10 "9

3.3 x 10 ’ 13

X <%)

5.1 x 10 ’ 6

5.1 x lO -10

5.1 x 10 -14
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Table I. Continued.

Glass viscosity, Poise

XO4

XO6

108

10 mm diameter bubble

U (mm/min)

12.2

1.2 x .IQ'1

1.2 x IQ'3

5.4 x 10'5

5.4 x 10*9

5.4 x 10'13

E

8.18

8.18

W

4.3 x 10"4

4.3 x 10'8

4.3 x 10"12

X (%)

6.7 x 10'5

6.7 x 1Q“9

6.7 x IQ"13

8.18

20 mm diameter bubble

U (mm/min)
Re
E

49.0
1.7 x 10'3
32.7

4.9 x 10'1

4.9 x 10'3

1.7 x 10'7

1.7 x 10*11

32.7

32.7

W

1.3 x 10‘2

1.3 x XO'6

1.3 x 10'10

X (%)

2.0 x 10“3

2.0 x 10'7

2.0 x IQ'11
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Table II. Properties of Corning 7740 (Pyrex) and Schott BK-7 optical
glass.

Properties* *

Corning 7740

Schott BK-7

Softening point (°C)

820

720

Annealing point (°C)

565

560

(20/300°C, 10 ’ 6 K -1)

3.3

8.3

(> 560°C, 10 ‘ 6 K"1)

8 .1

63.3

Density (gm/cm^)

2.23

2.51

Young's modulus (GPa)

64

81

Thermal expansion

Bubble class

**B 0

*From Refs. 30 and 31.
**Total area of all bubbles or inclusions with a diameter > 0.05 mm
per 100 cm-* of glass is 0 - 0.029 mm^.
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Table III. Measured and calculated bubble diameter for bubbles formed
in 7740 and BK-7 glass rods.

Calculated

Sample
Number/

Initial dia.

**Measured
Final dia.

+Measured

++Calculated

% increase

% increase

Glass type

(mm)

(mm)

in Dia.

D-8/7740

2.58

3.16

22.5

11.7

D-10/7740

2.58

3.19

23.6

11.7

K-15/BK-7

2.89

3.23

1 1.8

7.7

K-17/BK-7

2.89

3.21

11.1

7.7

H-74A/7740

5.43

6.18

13.8

10.0

H-74B/7740

5.43

6.28

15.7

10.0

K-71/BK-7

5.43

6.12

12.7

6.9

K-72/BK-7

5.43

6.24

14.9

6.9

in Dia.

*Initial diameter calculated from drilled hole.
Final diameter actually measured.
+Diameter increase measured from final and initial diameter.
"^Diameter increase calculated from the expansion of the gas due to
temperature increase.
Nominal bubble
Dia. (’mm)

Temperature increase (°C)
Corning 7740

Schott BK-7

3.0

820 to 1250

720 to 970

6.0

820 to 1180

720 to 940
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Table IV. Dependence of bubble distortion on cooling schedule,
7740 glass.

Sample
Number

Thermal treatment*
Temperature, °C, (Time, min)

Bubble dia. (mm)/
Distortion (%)

D-7

1280(20)

3.17/4.20

D -8

1250(15), 1100(45)

3.16/3.04

D-10

1250(15), 1100(45), 950(60)

3.19/0.50

D-12

1250(20), 1050(20), 900(90)

3.14/0.25

D-13

1250(20), 1050(20), 900(90)

3.34/0.32

D-14

1250(20), 1050(20), 900(90)

3.65/0.33

Using the thermal treatment for D-10 as an example, the sample was
heated to 1250°C and held for 15 min, then cooled to 1100°C and
held for 45 min, and then cooled to 950°C and held for 60 min.
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Table V. Dependence of bubble distortion on the ratio (R<j) of bubble
diameter to rod diameter, 7740 glas s .

Sample*
Number

Diameter ratio
<Rd>

Bubble dia. (mm)/
Distortion (%)

H-l

0.09

2.80/0.82**

H-2

0.10

3.06/0.54

H-3

0.13

4.07/1.12

H-4

0.17

5.34/1.97

H-4A

0.17

5.30/2.02

*A11 samples were made from 31.8 mm diameter 7740 glass rod.
Thermal treatment of all samples was the same: 1240(15), 1050(30),
950(80).
Bubble off-center in glass rod due to vertical misalignment
of rod.
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Table VI. Comparison of measured and calculated bubble rise
distance.

Sample

Bubble

Number

Dia. (mm)

Bubble rise (cm)
Measured/Calculated

Difference between
Measured & Calculated
Bubble Rise

H-71*

6.15

6 .2/7.6

18%

H-73

6.25

6 .4/7.6

16%

H-74A

6.18

6 .3/7.6

17%

K-71**

6.12

6 .0/6 .9

13%

K-72

6.24

6 .1 / 6 .9

12 %

K-73

6.20

6 .0/ 6 .9

13%

^Samples H-71, 73 and 74A were made from 38.1 mm diameter 7740 glass
rods.

Thermal treatment of these samples was the same: 1180(20),

1000(30), 900(60), 850(60).

Samples K-71, 72 and 73 were made from 38.1 mm diameter BK-7 glass
rods.

Thermal treatment of these samples was the same: 940(20),

840(20), 770(60), 740(60).
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Table VII. Distortion of a 3 mm diameter bubble in BK-7 glass after
"post-formation" thermal treatment.

Sample
Number

K-18

Thermal treatment
Temperature, °C, (Time, min)

*970(30), 700(30)
**Reheat 800(120)

K-24

K-30

K-34

K-37C

K-37D

K-38A

K-38B

Bubble dia. (mm)/
Distortion (%)

2.85/9.67
2.78/0.73

970(30), 900(40), 850(40)

3.34/13.0

Reheat 800(60)

3.21/1.59

970(25), 860(30), 800(80), 720(60)

3.04/2.05

Reheat 800(60), 2 times

3.25/0.51

970(45), 870(60), 800(60), 700(60)

3.04/7.70

Reheat 800(60), 4 times

3.00/0.55

970(50), 870(60), 800(60), 700(60)

2.97/4.86

Reheat 800(180), 2 times

2.93/0.24

970(50), 870(60), 800(60), 700(60)

2.96/7.69

Reheat 800(180), 5 times

2.99/0.22

970(40), 870(60), 800(60), 700(60)

3.30/3.25

Reheat 800(180)

3.27/0.35

970(40), 870(60), 800(60), 700(60)

3.38/5.85

Reheat 800(180), 3 times

3.34/0.34

Bubble formation thermal treatment.
.j— jl.

"Post-formation” thermal treatment.
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Table VIII. Distortion of a 6 mm diameter bubble in 7740 glass after
"post-formation" thermal treatment.

Sample
Number

H-61

H-62

H-63

H-64

Thermal treatment

Bubble dia. (mm)/

Temperature, #C, (Time, min)

1180(20), 950(60)

6.17/2.37

Reheat 950(60)

6.10/0.45

Reheat 940(60)

5.94/0.37

1180(20), 950(60)

6.67/1.32

Reheat 950(60)

6.64/0.86

Reheat 950(40)

6.56/0.40

1180(20), 950(120)

6.63/1.80

Reheat 900(20)

6.32/1.00

Reheat 950(30)

*6.23/3.25

1180(20), 950(120)
Reheat 950(30)

H-74A

H-74B

Distortion (%)

6.95/2.78
*6.89/3.00

1180(20), 1000(30), 900(60), 850(60)

6.18/1.50

Reheat 900(60), 850(90)

6.09/0.65

Reheat 800(300)

6.09/0.32

1180(20), 1000(30), 900(60), 850(60)

6.28/1.66

Reheat 900(120), 850(180), 800(300)

6.19/0.18

*Different thermal insulation around the sample.
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Table IX. Distortion of a 6 mm diameter bubble in BK-7 glass after
"post-formation" thermal treatment.

Sample
Number

K-62

K-64

Thermal treatment
Temperature, *C, (Time, min)

K-66

Distortion (%)

960(15), 800(180)

6.20/4.96

Reheat 800(60)

6.18/2.54

960(15), 800(120)

6.01/7.62

Reheat 800(540)

5.92/0.92

*Reheat 800(60)
K-65

Bubble dia. (mm)/

5.84/8.80

960(13), 800(120)

6.10/7.46

Reheat 800(210)

6.17/4.18

960(13), 800(120)

6.47/9.19

Reheat 800(210)

6.45/9.05

**Reheat 800(90)

6.36/11.3

Reheat 800(90)

6.26/7.45

*Cooling rate was 0.25®C/min.
**Cooling rate was 0.08°C/min.
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Table X. Distortion of sample *K-63 in BK-7 glass after "post
formation" thermal treatment with different insulation.

Insulation

Thermal treatment
Temp., °C, (Time, min)

Type**

Bubble dia. (mm)/
Distortion (%)

960(20), 800(120)

6.81/14.4

A

Reheat 800(120)

6.53/6.54

A

Reheat 800(120)

6.55/6.06

B

Reheat 800(60)

6.54/4.11

B

Reheat 800(60)

6.46/4.88

C

Reheat 800(60)

6.48/2.88

D

Reheat 800(60)

6.51/1.69

D

Reheat 800(60)

6.50/1.53

*Sample was a rod with a length and diameter of 38 mm.
**Insulation type:
Type

Crucible dimension
(mm O.D. x mm long)

Thickness of silica
Powder (mm)

A

51

x

64

12

B

51

x

64

25

C

51

x

75

25

D

51

x

75

50
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Table XI. Distortion of a 6 mm diameter bubble in BK-7 glass after
"hot-rotation'" thermal treatment.

Sample
Number

K-66

K-67

K-69

K-70

Thermal treatment
Temperature, °C, (Time, min)

Bubble dia. (mm)/
Distortion (%)

Reheat 800(90)

6.26/7.45

Reheat with rotation 800(240)

6.28/1.86

Reheat with rotation 825(240)

6.24/1.69

960(13),800(120)

6.09/5.88

Reheat with rotation 900(120)

6.00/0.73

950(15), 850(60), 800(60)

6.05/9.20

Reheat with rotation 900(120)

5.94/1.07

950(15), 850(60)

6.20/9.15

Reheat with rotation 900(120)

6.11/1.99
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Table XII. Distortion of a 6 mm diameter bubble in BK-7 glass after
"post-formation” thermal treatment with low heating
temperature and step cooling.

Sample
Number

K-67

K-69

K-71

Thermal treatment

Bubble dia. (mm)/

Temperature, °C, (Time, min)

960(13),800(120)

Distortion (%)

6.09/5.88

Reheat with rotation 900(120)

6.00/0.73

Reheat 700(240), 660(300)

6.03/0.33

950(15),

850(60), 800(60)

6.05/9.20

Reheat with rotation 900(120)

5.94/1.07

Reheat 770(120), 740(180), 700(300)

5.95/0.81

Reheat 740(60), 700(120), 660(180)

5.92/0.59

940(20),

840(20), 770(60),

740(60)

6.12/5.47

Reheat 800(120), 770(120), 740(180)
660(300)

K-72

6.11/3.65

Reheat 770(180), 740(180), 700(240)

6.10/0.57

Reheat 700(240), 660(300)

6.08/0.25

940(20),

840(20), 770(60),

740(60)

6.24/4.50

Reheat 770(120), 740(180), 700(240)
660(300)

6.12/3.16

Reheat 770(180), 740(180)

6.19/1.28

Reheat 740(240), 660(240)

6.12/0.36
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EOTVOS NUMBER, E

Figure 1.

Shape of a bubble for unhindered motion through a liquid for
gravity - Ig (Ref. 15).
used in the present work.

Cross hatched region denotes values

DISTO RTIO N (%)
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BUBBLE DIAMETER (mm)

Figure 2.

Dependence of bubble distortion on bubble diameter for
selected glass viscosities.

VISCOSITY, POISE

63

TEMPERATURE, °C
Figure 3.

Variation of viscosity with temperature for Corning 7740
(Pyrex) and Schott BK-7 optical glasses.
commercial sources.

Data from
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Figure 4.

Diagram of glass sample assembly in furnace.

TEMPERATURE, °C

VELOCITY

VISCOSITY, POISES

m m /m in

65

TIM E, MIN
Figure 5.

Thermal treatment for a bubble (2.8 mm diameter, distortion
0.2%) made in Corning 7740 rod showing glass viscosity and
bubble velocity.

TEMPERATURE, °C

VISCOSITY, POISES

66

TIM E, MIN
Figure 6.

Thermal treatment for a bubble (5.0 mm diameter, distortion
1.5%) made in Corning 7740 rod showing glass viscosity
and bubble velocity.
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Figure 7.

Corning 7740 (Pyrex) glass containing gas bubbles of
different size; (A) top view, (B) side view.
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(VIEW 1)

(VIEW 2)

Figure 8.

Photographs of a bubble (2.77 mm diameter, distortion 0.22%)
made in BK-7 glass, sample K-37D, taken from three
perpendicular directions, magnification ~24X.
surface is the larger black circle.

The bubble
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(VIEW 3)

Figure 8.

Continued.
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Figure 9.

Large gas bubbles resting on a "tail" of small bubbles
created from an uneven surface where the two parts of the
glass rod fused together.
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Figure 10.

Line defects in 7740 glass near a gas bubble.

The vertical

line to the right of the bubble in (A) expanded to form a
narrow bubble in one sample;

(A) side view,

(B) top view.

THERMAL EXPANSION, A L /L ,
Figure 11.

Thermal expansion curves for Corning 7740 and Schott BK-7 optical glass.
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Figure 12.

Assembly used for "hot rotation" thermal treatment of a
bubble inside a glass cube.
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Figure 13.

Typical appearance of pinholes found on the surface of a
bubble in 7740 glass.

White bars in (A) and (B) denote 10

and 1 micrometers, respectively.
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Figure 14.

(A) shows a typical string of small "bubbles" below the
surface of a larger bubble in 7740 glass.

Small bubbles

beneath the large bubble, marked in (A), have some opening
to the large bubble, see (B).

White bars in (A) and (B)

denote 10 and 1 micrometers, respectively.
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Figure 15.

Appearance of a large irregular spot on the surface of a
large bubble in 7740 glass.

(B) is titled 30 degrees.

White bars in (A) and (B) are 10 micrometers.
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